
Returning to work safely

Effective crisis communications are essential

As the economy begins to open and you start bringing employees back into the 
workplace, you need to be ready for anything. 

Communicating and reacting decisively to any incident, event or emergency is more important than ever.

Our team has a wealth of expertise in the field of crisis communications. Our advanced solutions will enable your 
workforce to return in a safe and secure way.

BlackBerry® AtHoc®

AtHoc is a secure unified communications platform that will provide networked critical communications and 
emergency notifications, both inside and outside your organisation.

BlackBerry AtHoc protects your most important asset – your people – by giving you situational awareness and 
providing complete coverage for all incidents.

Facilitate contact tracing

If contact tracing efforts are initiated 
by your local health authorities, 

BlackBerry AtHoc can quickly facilitate 
the process by alerting potential  

close contacts.

Organisation-wide alert

A single click can send an immediate 
critical incident or notification alert to 
every member of staff. Daily safety 
reminders  or health checks can be 
sent to manage critical outbreaks.

Cyber security

Threats have increased since the start 
of the pandemic and will continue to 
persist during this transition period. 
All information relating to threats can 
be shared with relevant authorities to 

speed up protective measures.

Notify, locate and recall staff

Keep your employees safe if an 
incident occurs, AtHoc can locate and 
recall individuals and teams based on 
their location, availability, and proximity 

to any incident.

Physical incident response

You can instantly share intelligence 
and information regarding a person 
or persons of interest with relevant 

stakeholders and public  
security agencies.

Unified collaboration

In the event of a major incident, 
organisations can confidently share 
information with emergency services 
or other trusted local networks, as 

well as receive critical information from 
those agencies.

Gather real-time information

Collect information and scene imagery 
(photo/video) to gain situational 

awareness and assist responding 
agencies. Answer employee questions, 

gain feedback and automate a 
process for contact tracing.

Protecting vulnerable people

VIP and vulnerable people can  
be given access to a duress 

application, which can be activated 
to alert relevant agencies and staff for 

immediate response.

Critical events happen everyday

BlackBerry® AtHoc Networked Crisis 
Communications Suite combines 
mobile, hybrid cloud services and 
the IP network to enable real-time 

collaboration with anyone, anywhere, 
across almost any device.

Appurity Support Services

Our Support Services are designed to optimise 
the security of your mobile infrastructure, while 
ensuring you maintain peak performance levels.

Support and maintenance is an essential part 
of your business strategy. With a wealth of 
expertise across iOS and Android Enterprise, 
we provide ongoing support to a wide range 
of clients. 

Appurity Support Services include:

- Device OS support and advice

- Device security and mobile threat  
defence (MTD) solutions

- App security assessments 

- Incident-based support

- Unlimited support incidents

- Monthly systems health check and review calls

If you’d like to talk to us regarding application 
delivery and security, please contact us on:

   
0330 660 0277

   
sales@appurity.co.uk

More information is available on our website: appurity.co.uk



App security assesents

We know that many organisations lack  
the expertise and resources to monitor  
their applications adequately and adapt  
their security systems to mitigate  
emerging threats. 

Following your App Security Assessment,  
our experts can then help you to develop  
a security strategy that will help you to protect 
your data, prevent attacks and  
meet compliance requirements within  
your industry.

App security is essential

Application security is vital in terms of increasing 

operational efficiency, addressing compliance 

requirements, reducing risk, and improving trust 

between your business and customers. 

But how can you be sure any given app is 

100% safe? 

If your organisation doesn’t fully understand 

the potential dangers of so-called “trusted” 

apps, then you are opening your business up to 

significant risk from a data perspective.

Proven partners
Appurity specialises in the secure integration of critical applications into technology infrastructures. The use 
of mobile apps is vital for the modern professional, whether it is to provide better access to information or an 
enabler to ensure their safety.  

Fluid Mobility
Appurity also provides the Fluid Mobility app with social distancing and contact tracing capabilities. The app is 
specifically designed to address Covid-19 challenges in the workplace.

There are 2 components:
Fluid Distance

Fluid Distance provides alerts and notifications to 
prevent employees getting too near to each other in 
the workplace. You can easily create rules and alerts 
for specific and unique business scenarios.

Fluid Trace

Fluid Trace provide a simple and effective contact 
tracing solution that provides insights into employee 
interaction and data views into outbreak areas  
or zones.

Returning to work safely

More information is available on our website: appurity.co.uk

Contact Appurity to discuss 
your return to work strategy. 

   
0330 660 0277

   
sales@appurity.co.uk

Features Fluid Mobility

View of workforce’s exposure risk 4

Wearables 4

Automatic Contact Tracing 4

Notifications and alerts 4

Notifications and alerts based on rules: 
- Geofences
- Time
- Behaviour

4

Live dashboards and widgets 4

Secure and private data 4

BLE and beacon location integration with devices 4

System deployment options: 
- Cloud
- On premises
- Hybrid

4

Reports (50+) 4

Customisatiorn (changes under 4hrs) 4

Use existiing hardware 4

3rd party integration: 
- BlackBerry 
- MobileIron
- Samsung Knox

4

Location intelligence with or without GPS 4

Create and automate health quistionares 4

Safety and duress 4

lntegration services for other systems: 
- Payroll
- HR
- Active Directory

4

Fluid Mobility features and comparison table

Distancing alerts

Notifications regarding 
physical distancing violations 

in the workplace

Health alerts

Enabling your organisation 
to react quickly to potential 

outbreaks

Contact alerts

Identify individuals recently 
in contact with a person 
diagnosed with Covid-19


